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Hi, I'm 
Chantelle
We all need a little boost of inspiration to grow our studios from time to
time - so here are the 100 BEST ways to grow your studio, learnt from
over 10 years in the biz!

When you're strapped for time and need a quick studio marketing idea to
roll out pronto, this is the guide to turn to. There are strategies here to
help you attract more of your dream students and retain them for longer.
You'll also learn how to automate your marketing & systemise your studio.

My tip: from these 100 ways, pick your favourite 12 and roll one out per
month over the year. Or, share them with your team and decide which
ones you'll tackle together. Or print this off and keep it on your desk to
turn to when you need a little pick-me-up! 

Thank you so much for downloading this guide - I hope you love it and
refer back to it time and time again! If you're looking for even more
insights into expanding your studio, you might like my Free Video series,
"30 Enrollments in 30 Days" - click here to check it out.

Wishing you every success in your studio!

Chantelle x
chantelle@studioexpansion.com

http://studioexpansion.com/30-enrollments-in-30-days/


100 Ways to Grow
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Know which is your most profitable program
By focusing on marketing your more profitable programs,
you'll see growth faster - work on your younger age groups
first as they have the best potential for retention.
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Map out your big picture vision

Tap into your database

Offer a free T-shirt on registration

Always be inviting - open the doors regularly

Where do you want the studio to be in 5 years? Take 20
min to gain clarity on what you truly want to achieve and
why - it will oomph up your motivation to make it happen!

Go through your emails and collect any contact details of
people who have enquired, but not enrolled. Reach out to
them with a very enticing offer to come along to the studio!

Everyone loves a FREEBIE! By giving away a free studio
branded t-shirt upon enrolment, students immediately start
to feel part of the family that makes up your studio tribe.

Grab a big calendar and write in all your upcoming dates
for your studio (eg workshops) then working backwards,
set reminders to get your marketing out there on time!

Workshops are one of the best ways to attract more
students. Targeted workshops for set age groups work
best so plan to host workshops all through the year.

Create a marketing calendar for your studio
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Add more testimonials to your website
Testimonials are the best way to say how brilliant your studio
is without saying it yourself! Choose ones that highlight a
potential objection, eg "It's such great value for money!"
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Stop attracting the low hanging fruit

Create a referral program they LOVE

Know what you get paid to do in your studio

Do you have a Google Business Listing?

Take advantage of free publicity

If you find that you're enrolling students that don't stay very
long or aren't your dream students, change the messaging
in your marketing to speak more to the students you want.

Get creative on what would really encourage your
students to introduce their friends to your studio - look
outside the traditional $ incentive and instead give WOW.

As a studio director, your main role is to grow the business.
By delegating or automating tasks that take you away from
this, you'll have more time to work on the biz, not just in.

It's free and can supercharge your enquiries. Google your
studio name and see if you have a Google+ page connected
to your studio. If not, you can submit your studio here.

Watch out for local community issues and then approach your
local paper with a story idea that's relevant to their readers
and how your studio is supporting with resolving the issue.

https://www.google.com/business/
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Offer an amazing deal to register on the spot
Strike while the iron's hot - the best time to sign up a new
student is when they're there in the studio for a workshop or
free trial - offer them a bonus that's only available that day.
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Create an email follow up nurture sequence

Roll out more word of mouth promotions

Get clear on who your dream student is

Use video to communicate your essense

Use Trello to stay organised and productive

By building an automated follow up sequence, you'll never
lose track of an enquiry again. It's a great way to educate,
entertain and nurture students into coming to the studio.

Word of Mouth usually brings in around 50% of all new
students, so it's worth creating a few fun WoM promotions
throughout the year - like Facebook competitions & invites.

The better you know WHO you want to attract, the better we
can target your marketing directly to that student via your
language you use and the offer you create for them.

In a competitive market, video is the BEST way to showcase
your studio's unique vibe and personality. Whip out your
cameras or phones and start sharing online!

I LOVE Trello! It's an online planning tool to help you with
everything from organising your marketing to communicating
with your team to planning your concert. Check it out here.

https://trello.com/
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Is your website mobile friendly?
Having a mobile friendly website is more important than ever
(Google will not be nice if you don't!) You can check if your
website is mobile friendly in 60 seconds here.
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Motivate and get your team onboard to grow

Create a script for phone enquiries

Use Facebook to build your online presence

Perfection is overrated - be Prolific.

Choose the right images for your website

By coming together as a group to collaborate on ideas, your
teachers will feel more valued and it will renew their passion
for the studio - their collective energy will spread ripples!

Turning potential students into paying students is easy when
you have a script to follow that walks you through asking the
right questions to build connection and rapport.

The more comments, shares and likes you can generate, the
more the word will spread about your studio. (HOT TIP:
video is the best way to improve your engagement)

It's tempting to be held back wanting things to be perfect, but
our aim here is to market your studio prolifically! Get the
word out as much as you can, without seeking perfection.

The best photos to have on your website are ones that
highlight your studio's unique feeling - avoid stock
photography, it's worth the investment of a photographer.

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/
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Stop selling your studio - sell the experience
In your marketing, share what they'll do, how they'll feel and
what they'll gain. People will sign up for classes based on
how engaging and vibrantly you present the experience.
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Send a personalised welcome card

Get a full-body branded paint job on your car

Automate your follow up process

Get off email and onto the phone

Funnel them into one core program

It's the small touches that make the world of difference in
making a new student fall in love with your studio. A
handwritten note in the post will put a smile on their face.

It's studio marketing on wheels - and can make a real
splash in your local community. The more we keep front of
mind, the more they'll come to you first!

Every enquiry we don't convert into students is costing us
$$$. By creating an automated follow up system, you'll
never have to worry about lost post it notes again.

In terms of conversion, you'll achieve much higher
enrolment rates if you build the relationship over the phone
rather than email - it's al about the personal connection.

Instead of having 8 different options for students to enrol into,
consolidate them into one, branded program that's easy for
students to understand and easy to promote in marketing!
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Capture more attention with signage
How could you get more eyes on your studio using signage?
Use bright pops of color to grab the attention of passers by
and be sure to include your website URL.
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Offer a money back guarantee

Discounting devalues your offerings

Spring clean the studio

Connect with the local schools

What would parents LOVE?

Sometimes, all it takes to get a nervous parent over the
line is to offer a 100% money back guarantee. Once they
come along and try it out, they'll soon love your studio.

Instead of attracting students in via offering a discount,
keep your pricing the same and see how you could offer
bonus value to make joining your studio a no-brainer.

Is your studio making a strong first impression? Rally
together a rent-a-crowd of helpers to give the studio a
good decluttering to have it looking spick and span.

Building relationships with your local schools and
preschools is a powerful way to create awareness. Offer to
run a free workshop and hand out free trial passes.

Parents will spread the word like wildfire if they're
impressed with your studio - one studio has grown by
giving mums a welcome bottle of wine upon enrolment!
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Perk up your welcome email
The welcome email is a chance to WOW new students with
value - perhaps include a video with tips on what to include in
your ballet bag or warm ups to do before your first class.
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Get out of your comfort zone!

Use more verb and adjectives in your ads

Use video for your Facebook ads

Have regular management meetings

Teach your teachers how to retain students

We ain't going to grow by doing the same things we've
always done - so actively seek new ways of marketing your
studio. There's always people happy to help you learn!

Whip out your thesaurus and get creative with your
language: "Watch your tiny tot twirl around the room,
beaming with joy and blossoming with confidence"

It's one of the best ways to attract students - the videos
don't have to be professional, they can even be photo
slideshows set to music. Such a powerful strategy.

Create a 'Board of Advisors' for your studio with people you
trust to give you honest feedback and strategic direction.
Surround yourself with people who believe in you.

To help your teachers be more proactive in retaining
students, share with them how to boost connection, such as
calling a parent to share their child's achievement in class.
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Move to perpetual enrollments
Many studios have found that transitioning to ongoing student
enrollment (where it is assumed they are returning) makes
life simpler for parents and dramatically improves retention.
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Give out personalised invitations to events

Make videos of how to use the booking system

Set aside non-negotiable planning time

Have a really detailed FAQ on your website

Make the 'Phone' field compulsory

Print out invitations to your workshops and give them to your
students for them to write their names on and give to their
friends, eg Anna invites Sarah to come along to .....

If you're receiving feedback that people aren't sure how to
use your online booking system, record a short screen
capture video showing them how to use it (eg try Jing)

The time you spend planning the growth of your studio will
be the best time spent all week. Go offsite so you won't be
disturbed and map out your plan of action for what's ahead!

Revamp your website FAQ's with informative answers to
questions that pop up all the time and be sure to include a
call to action for them to "Enquire Now" as well!

Following up with enquiries via phone is better for
conversions, so make sure on your website's Contact Us
page that they are required to provide the phone number.

https://www.techsmith.com/jing.html
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Create a competition for testimonials
Collect testimonials by emailing your students a Survey
Monkey survey or Google Form with a prize given to
everyone who submits! Bonus points if they include a photo!
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Promote targeted workshops

Smooth out your registration process

Work backwards

Create a re-enrollment week/bonus

Plan one 'Shiny Disco Ball' per month

Instead of targeting all ages for your workshops, promote
more specific classes where you can really connect. While
the workshops run, let the parents know about your programs

Where do potential students seem to drop off? Is it on your
website or after they've enquired? Once we know where the
drop off is, we can plug the holes and sign more students.

In order to give yourself the best chance to promote your
studio, always be thinking 2 months ahead and then work
backwards from the event to map out your action tasks.

Hoping that students will return after summer is a dangerous
game, so superglue them down by holding a re-enrollment
week offering them a sensational bonus for coming back!

Variety is key to retention, so take a minute to come up with
12 different fun ideas to bring to your studio and put a smile
on your students faces eg a Pyjama & Popcorn movie night
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Communicate what they'll gain
Instead of communicating what your studio is like (sprung
floors etc) shine a spotlight on the student will receive -
confidence, creativity, teamwork, achieving goals etc.
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Be consistent

Spice up the studio with internal signage

Encourage your teachers to spread the word

Reward your raving fans

Give them a chance to connect for free

Running a successful studio means staying organised and
coordinated. The more consistent you are in sticking to
your marketing plan, the better (and faster) results you'll see

Pick up some gorgeous photo frames and hang them
around the studio - even in the restrooms! Then you can
print off fun signs to keep your messages front of mind!

Make it crystal clear to your teachers what messages you
want them to spread to students and parents each week by
sharing it in a staff Facebook group.

If you have a parent going above and beyond, take the time
to recognise their contribution - a set of family movie tickets
and a bunch of flowers will only endear them more to you.

All we need to do is get students into your studio - once
they're there they love it! Creating free workshops is a great
attraction tool to give them a taste before signing up.
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Label your YouTube videos for Google
Google OWNS YouTube and will help promote your studio if
you post lots of vids on YouTube. Be sure to include your
studio name and suburb in the title of your videos though!
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Make life easier for parents

Educate to impress

Use a testimonial as a headline

Ask more questions upfront.

Use a social media scheduling tool

Write a list of 5 things that annoy parents (remembering
props etc) and see how you could simplify things in your
studio to make their lives easier (they'll thank you for it!)

Look outside the box to connect and educate your community.
Share resources on giving your teen confidence or preparing
your child for school, will position you as an authority.

Instead of using your studio name as your advertising
headline, try using a testimonial: "I can't believe how much
confidence she's gained!" & follow with a case study.

When you're speaking with a potential student, the best way
to connect is to ask lots of questions about them - show them
how much you care. Connect first, details later.

In just one day I was able to schedule a year's worth of social
media posts using a tool called Meet Edgar - it's brilliant and
takes all the stress away from having to remember to post!
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Know what you really deliver
Is your studio best at creating elite performers or nurturing
children to confidence? Niche your marketing to really
highlight what it is you do best and attract the right students.
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Know your 'Key Search Terms'

Bring a friend & come for free workshop!

Milk your database

One thing at a time

Focus on the siblings

Use the Google Keywords Tool to find out what people are
searching for on Google to find your studio - then populate
your website with more of these terms to rank higher!

Host a bonus weekend workshop for your current students
with a great guest teacher and allow your students to come
for free if they bring along a friend with them.

Create a database of ALL past and potential students and
send them an invitation to attend a sensational event at the
studio. If you don't ask you don't get!

Trying to grow every program in your studio at once rarely
works - focus on growing one program at a time by
revamping your marketing - then you can rinse & repeat!

One of the quickest ways to grow your studio is to go to your
community with a special deal if they bring their sibling along
to the studio - it's easy and convenient for mom too!
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Roll out a Retention Plan
In the lead up to the end of the year, it's important to be
boosting connections and adding extra wow factor. Create a
plan of how you'll impress students into coming back!
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Escape the Teaching Trap

Systemise your studio

Create easy video slideshows

Give yourself 6-8 weeks to promote events

Stop chasing money from students

Create a list of everything you do in the studio, then highlight
the tasks that are studio growth focused. See how you could
delegate the secondary tasks to give you more time for the biz

Automating your enrollment & follow up processes is one of
the best things you can do to create a seamless student
experience and reputation for professionalism.

You don't need actual 'video' footage to make a video for FB
or your website. Create a photo slideshow in Powerpoint,
set it to music and export as a video file. Voila - instant video!

Use Trello to get clear on what has to be done each week for
promotion, eg - 8 weeks: Print Flyers, Book Teachers. - 7
weeks: Approach newspapers, email to students, signs up.

Create very clear boundaries and expectations for payment
collection, or move online to have automated payments - and
save a LOT of time and potential grey hairs.
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Have 7 taps running at all times
Think of the 7 best ways of promoting your studio and create
a system so we're consistently spreading the word and
attracting new students to your studio on autopilot.
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Running a studio is a numbers game

Write down your attraction & retention goals

The social proof confidence booster

Giveaway a free gift on your website

Get Creative with your Wow Factor

What was your revenue last month? Profit margin? When
you know your figures, we can get specific on how many
students you'll need to achieve your goals & go after it!

At the end of every month, write down how many new
students & retention %. This will help you to make good
decisions - eg was the newspaper ad worth the splurge?

On Facebook, share a video featuring lots of your students
and encourage people to tag themselves in the comments.
The more friends of friends we can connect with the better!

Our main goal is to built your database so having a really
valuable gift is a great way to engage with potential students
in exchange for their email eg a First Ballet Lesson Guide

How about an enrolment Goodie Bag with a logo'd leotard,
CD of music they'll be performing to, 2 tickets to the recital
and a photography voucher. Not a bad welcome to the studio!
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Make your next level program desirable
Always keep your students looking to the next level of your
studio - so create branded programs with distinct identities &
perks eg the Super Stars who get to wear the red tshirts!
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Focus your social media - don't do it all!

Set quarterly marketing goals

Online reviews request

The Promotion swap

Reach out and invite them back

Instead of trying to maintain Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest
&YouTube accounts - choose 1 or 2 and really concentrate
on dominating that platform with FABULOUS content.

At the beginning of every quarter, sit down and write 7 goals
you want to achieve to grow the studio: eg 10 blog posts, 5
videos, 2 press mentions, 2 case studies & 1 competition.

Sweetly ask your current students to write an online review
about your studio - send them the links and let them know for
every review they write they'll receive a little gift from you!

Collaborate with other local businesses to run a joint
promotion together, for example connect with your local
bowling club to run a Dance & Bowl Disco party for kids.

When a student leaves your studio, resist the temptation to
say "You're dead to me!" Instead, send them a note thanking
them and saying the door is always open to come back
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The family that plays together, stays together
Getting all of your students and their families together for a
BBQ or party is one of the best ways build the strong
relationships that are so important for retention.
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Bounce Back Faster

Meet the community

Reach out to your local Mommy Bloggers

Offer an incentive to try other classes

Create a program for the parents

When parents or staffing challenges consume you, do your
best to put them aside and get right back on track. Don't let
them drag you down, keep your energy up and focus ahead!

Rent a stall at your local markets or shopping centre. It's a
great chance to chat and connect with local families and give
them an invitation to come along and try out the studio.

Offer to write a guest post article for a local Mommy Blogger
about 'What to do with your kids over the Summer' - they have
great reach in your local community and costs nothing!

If you have a class that is underperforming, give all your
current students a voucher to come and try another style for
free - like an open class!

Whilst the parents are waiting at the studio for their kids, why
not invite them to join in an adults class? It's convenient for
them and a little bonus revenue for you!
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Don't lose students over summer
Before they head to the beach, give your students a knock-
their-socks-off incentive for them to re-enroll for next year
and pay upfront with a very special, once-off deal.
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Use Power Editor not Boosted Posts on FB

Create a video series for new students

Design your teaching curriculum

Boosting posts is not a very cost effective way of Facebook
marketing - you'll get much more reach for much less spend
by using Facebook's Power Editor function.

The first few weeks are the best time to WOW a new student -
set up an automated sequence of videos that welcome them
into the studio and give them some bonus content.

The first step to you moving away from doing everything
yourself is to systemise your teaching curriculum, so that
you can delegate the program to your teachers so you'll
have more time to work ON the business!

Here's Your Next Step: 
Be sure to sign up for our 

"30 Enrollments in 30 days"
Free Video Training! 

Click here now!

http://studioexpansion.com/30-enrollments-in-30-days/
http://studioexpansion.com/30-enrollments-in-30-days/

